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An n log n lower bound is found for linear decision tree algorithms witb integer inputs that 
either identify the convex hull of a set of points or compute its cardinality. 
1. Introduction 
The problem of finding the convex hull of a set of n points in the plane has 
received considerable attention in the recent literature. Although algorithms with 
running time’ O(n log n) have been known for some time [5], the proof of an 
Q(n log n) lower bound for this problem has been more elusive. Yao [7] has 
discovered such a bound for the powerful quadratic decision tree model under the 
assumption that the input consists of infinite precision real numbers. A much 
simpler proof was discovered for the weaker linear decision tree model by van 
Emde Boas [6] for the same class of inputs. However, as pointed out in [3], this 
model is in fact too weak to solve the convex hull problem for these inputs in finite 
time, even for n =4. A more complete discussion of lower bounds for geometric 
problems involving real inputs can be found in [2]. 
The purpose of this note is to consider the convex hull problem for integer inputs. 
We derive an Q(n log n) lower bound under the linear decision tree model, and show 
the algorithm of Graham [5] has O(n log n) time complexity under this model, and 
is thus optimal. It is apparently an open problem to find a quadratic decision tree 
lower bound for the case of integer inputs. This note is a revised version of the 
report [l]. We note that the methods used here are similar to those used in the 
solution of a problem of Victor Klee by Fredman and Weide 141. Our terminology is 
also borrowed from that paper. 
t g(n) is f2(f(n)) if there is a constant 00 such that [g(n)/ ?cf(n) for all sufficiently large n. Similarly, 
g(n) is 0(1(n)) if for some constant c>O, Ig(n)l Icy(n) for all sufficiently large n. 
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2. The linear decision tree model 
A linear decision tree program takes as input a list of numbers, x1, x2, . . . which are 
considered to be indeterminates. Each internal and external (leaf) node of the tree is 
labeled with a linear function of these inputs. The algorithm is executed with control 
beginning at the root node. In general, when control is at any internal node, the 
linear function labeling that node is evaluated and the result is compared to zero. If 
it is greater than zero, control passes to the left son; otherwise, it passes to the right 
son. When control passes to a leaf node an output is made: “yes” or “no” for a 
decision problem; the evaluation of a linear function; or, as in the case of convex 
hulls, a list of the vertices on the convex hull. The complexity of such an algorithm is 
defined as the depth of the tree, which is the number of comparisons required in the 
worst case. 
3. The lower bound 
We denote by HULL the problem of determining the convex hull of a set of 
points in the plane. For convenience in the proof, we assume that we are given an 
odd number, 2n + 1, of points. Thus the input consists of 2n + 1 ordered pairs (xi, .vi) 
and the output at each leaf is a list of the indices of the pairs that lie on the convex 
hull. We may now state the main result. 
Theorem. HULL with integer input is of linear decision tree complexity Q(n log n). 
Proof. For i= 1,2, . . . , 2n + 1 let Pi= (i, i(i- 1)). Let D be the set of permuta- 
tions of 1, . . . . 2n + 1 that leave the odd indices fixed. That is, a permutation 
cc)= {a(l), . . . . o(2n + 1)) is contained in D if and only if o(i) = i, i = 1,3,5, . . . ,2n + 1. 
Clearly D contains n! permutations. We define a class C of n! input sequences for 
HULL. For each w ED, define the input sequence J,, J2, . . . J2”+ I by Ji=Pw(;). The 
claim is that no two sequences in C can define the same path through the decision 
tree that represents a correct algorithm for HULL. 
Suppose that o and o’ are contained in D and that their input sequences define 
the same path through the tree. Let their respective inputs be J,, . . . Jzn+, and 
J;, . . . . J&+1. Each input can be considered as a point in (4n +2)-dimensional 
euclidean space, by concatenating the 2n + 1 ordered pairs. Let these points be 
respectively z and z’. Define z” = 3z + 3.~‘. The linear inequalities along the common 
path followed by the two input sequences define a convex region of (4n + 2)-space. 
Since both z and z’ lie in this region so does z”, Thus the algorithm will output the 
same convex hull for the input sequence corresponding to z” as it did for z and z’, 
namely {1,2,..., 2n + l}. However this is not the correct output. Indeed, let i be 
some index such that w(i) # u’(i). Then the point Jy = $P,,;, + $P,,(;, cannot be on 
the convex hull since it lies in the interior of the convex hull of the points 
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p1,p3,...pZ,.l. In fact, if j = +(w(i) + o’(i)) is odd, then it may be verified that Jj” 
lies inside the triangle with vertices PI, Pj, Pzn + ,. On the other hand, if j is even, 
then J: lies inside the quadrilateral defined by PI, Pi- 1, Pi+ 1, P2,, + , . (Observe that 
both the triangle and quadrilateral are defined by vertices with odd indices that are 
not permuted by w or 0’). These facts are illustrated in Fig. 1. Thus no two 
sequences of C can define the same path through the tree. This proves the theorem. 
Corollary. Every algorithm for computing the cardinality of the convex hull of a set 
of points has decision tree complexity Q(n log n). 
4. Further remarks 
The bound obtained in Section 3 relies on the fact that only comparisons between 
linear functions of the inputs are allowed. We now consider the implications of this 
Fig. l(a). 
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w = 1234567 
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restriction for convex hull algorithms. An examination of Graham’s [5] algorithm 
indicates that a fundamental operation is to determine whether a given input point 
(xs, ys) lies to the right or to the left of the line through two other points, say, 
(XI, _vi) and (x2, yz). Using a quadratic function, this can be decided in one test. 
However, it is not immediately clear whether it can be decided at all using linear 
comparisons. In fact, we shall show that if the input is assumed to be integers of 
length k, then O(k) linear comparisons suffice. 
For clarity we consider the case where x3 >xl, x2>xl and y2> y,. The other cases 
are similar. The following program decides the question posed above. We assume 
the integers have Iength k bits. 
Procedure leftright 
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mid = +(high + low); 
if x2-x1 = mid then high = 2k, low = 0, m = mid, goto Step 2; 
if x2 -x1 < mid then high = mid 
else low = mid; 
got0 Step 1; 
mid = +(high + low); 
if x3-x1 =mid then goto Step 3; 
if x3 -x1 <mid then high = mid 
else low = mid; 
got0 Step 2; 
y=~~+(~:!-Y~)*(mid/m); 
if y3>y then return left; 
if y3<y then return right else return onthefine; 
end. 
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A modified version of Graham’s algorithm suggested by G.T. Toussaint can be 
described informally as follows: 
(1) Determine the points (Xmin, y’) and (xmax, y”) that have the minimum and 
maximum x-coordinates. Separate the remaining points into two halves: those lying 
above the line through these two points, and those lying below the line through these 
two points. 
(2) Sort the points in each half by increasing x-coordinate. 
(3) Scan the points in each half sequentially. Consider three consecutive points 
(xi, y,), (x2, y2) and (x3, ys). If (x3, y3) is to the left of the line through the preceding 
two points then delete (x2, yz) and backtrack one point if possible; otherwise 
proceed to the next point (x4, ~4) and consider the points (x2, yz), (x3, ye) and 
(x4, Y4h 
If the input is n ordered pairs of integers that are bounded by nk for some k, then 
this algorithm has linear search tree complexity O(n log n). Indeed, procedure 
leftright requires O(log n) comparisons in this case, and is executed O(n) times in 
both Steps 1 and 3 of Graham’s algorithm. Since the inputs described in the proof of 
the lower bound in the previous section satisfy the above condition for k=2, we 
have shown that Graham’s algorithm is optimal under the model. 
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